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RS: Ok, this Bob Sawrey. Today I'll be interviewing Karleen O'Brien of the 
Gino's Pizza Company -- Incorporated? --
(Incorporated) Incorporated in Huntington, 2903 4th Avenue concerning 
Gino;s Pizza. Today's date is !"larch 13th, 198:,, [clicking sounc1:1 Why 
don't we start today with a little bit of background about yourself, uh, 
native Huntingtonian, wh - what you're doing here, how you fit into the 
Gino's business, or when your time with them was, that <Right) kind cf 
information p1ease. 
KO: I'm a native Huntingtonian. I was born here in '43. I worked at the C & 
O Railway at that time in accounting and secretarial work, and I came 
with Gino's in 1971 and was here through '77, the main growth period of 
the business, and I worked basically in the business. Ran the business 
end cf the business, in the accounting functions and all the business. 
I ' 
i 
I've been in Florida for eight years, continuing to work in the 
restaurant business -- in the business, financial, and accounting end 
with Godfa.ther's Pizza, and now l 'm back in West Virginia +or a short 
period on a consultant basis to do an overview and maybe set up some new 
accounting systems and procedures. 
RS~ Ok, so you went from the C & 0 where you must have been in accounting or 
something, No? (Right) Is that? 
KO: I was basically, I was a private secretary. 
RS: · A private secretary. Uh, where does one get accounting expertise out ot 
this background? 
KO: I went to Marshall and was in a 2 year program in accounting. So I had 
general business. So r had secretar i a I and accounting and at the C &i 0 
predominantly used the secretarial ski'l"ls. 
RS: Ok, so if you were born in '43, ycu must have got out of high school in 
'61. ('61) Then did you go to Marshall (Uh-huh) right +ram there? 
(Right from high school) Go outa' there in '63 (Right) and then to C & 0 
} 
and then here? <Uh-hllh> Ok, and what was the status of Gino's when you 
arrived here? 
KO: I cannot remember exactly but there were about 15 r·estaurants. Kenny 
himse1 +, as a franchisor, had 4. [paused Then there were {ranchises in 
the Charleston area. 
RS: Okay, and you just said that you came to work then in the, the accounting 
business end of Gino's. 
KO: Right. In other words the bus- business administrative end of it, (Okay) 
running the office and the financial end of it. 
RS: Okay, how far before that was the Gino's founded? Was Mr. Grant involved 
in that? (Uh-huhl Ha is the founder, right? 
KO: Gino's was founded in 1961 (By Kenny Grant> by Kenny Grant. Uh, I don't 
know if vou'd want to go into it. His story was very unique. He had 
\ I J 
i 
always worked two or three Jobs. He worked at Allied Chemical, and I 
believe at South Point, Ohio, and, uh, he said his family had always been 
in small business. His parents had a local grocery store, and he at one 
time had a small grocery store. So, he had always been quite 
~nterprising and eventually wanted to be in business for himself. 
Ironically, he went to a Marshall football game and afterwards stopped, 
at that time the pizza place in town, to get a pizza after the ball game 
and he said the pizza wasn't that good, the place was dirty but people 
were standing in 1 ine to eat pizza. So he saved up his money, l believe 
it was 300 dollars that he initially started with, got on a Greyhound bus 
and went to Cincinnati, Ohio and knocked on doors to see if he could 
learn the pizza business, working in a restaurant. Bo, in the outskirts 
of Cincinnati where he ended up and the name of the place was Zino 1 s, 
which starts with a Z, and he dropped the Zand put his first initial and 
called his places Gino's. He signed a non-compet~ but it was within a, I 
don't know, a +ifty mile radius of something, he wouldn't compete with 
these individuals there. So he came back to Huntington and I don't know 
if you're familiar, it's the small green building across the street which 
is, barely room enough for a pizza oven, is where he opened his first 
pizza place. 
RS: And across the street, just far the record (right) on the tape, is across 
29th ·.;treet . 
KO: Across from the 29th street location, a small building. Uh, even at the 
time, he had no equipment, uhm, originally, what he'd do is get off 
nightshift at Allied Chemical and stop at Price Bakery. He was friends 
of theirs and use their mixer to make his dough, and then transport it in 
his car up to the pizza business. 





Carrv-out pizza only, uh-huh, 
I ' , 
O
.i 1<:ay. 
I'm not exactly sure, it was two or three years later ha decided to 
expand his menu, when he was doing we'll across the street and got the now 
29th street location. He went to Daytona Beach, Florida and worked in an 
Italian restaurant for, I believe it was approximately six months and, 
uh, Tony and Jerry's I believe was the name of the place in Daytona 
Beach, and ·1earned -- e>:panded hi·.; menu, went into dinners and, uh, 
pizza, uh, spaghetti, lasagna, rigatoni, thing& of this nature. 
Now, when he was, was working for lino's, were these people, in affect, 
supplying him with recipes that he then could use here, but not compete, 
or did he c!"'eate his own recipes? 
KO: He created his own recipes. He was Just basically the feel of it and, 
uh, the timeliness and the dough, and the procedures for things like 
that, but no, the recipes are his own. He did not get recipes from them. 
RB: Ok, one other question then I'd like to come back to the recipes, want to 
name the place in Hµntington where he got his pizza? 
KO: That's fine. It was the only place in town. It was Monty's, down on 6th 
Avenue. 
RS: The one that's still there? 
KO: Uh-huh, 
RS: Ok, now, uh, let's pursue this recipes' business a little bit because it 
seems ta me that there's going to have tc be some maneuvering to make it 
work in Huntington, either you're not going to be able to get quite the 
sause you want or you're going to have to make your own sauce. 'Er, 
where are you going to get your cheese? That, I'm curious about those 
kind cf, just logistical problems. Did he create his own sauce? 
KO: He created his own sauce. He, uh, of course it's all with a tomato base, 
and you get your tomato products and then the spices is, is the 
difference, and he, uh, he Just worked with it himself. I would say 
mainly to his own taste, and, uh, added the spices ta the sauce to make 




Now today, obviously he needs a huge bulk. Does somebody manufacture it 
for him today to his specifications? 
KO: Today, and this happened in probably around 1974. Up until that time, he 
had an individual that made wha.t we ca.l I ed the spice mixes, so that we 
would sell them to franchisees and have them in our stores and so the 
recipe didn't get out. They would just take the white bags, and they had 
the, uh~ ingredients and the amount, and they would put the spices in th~ 
bags and then with the instructions to add water, your tomatoe sauce, 
whatever needed to be added. But now he does have a company that 
packages it for him. 
RS: Ok, were there any problems with getting cheese, uh, pepperoni, that's 
the sausages, the vegetables, any of those kinds of things that were at 
major difficulties? 
KO: Not to my knowledge because he did buy most of them at that time locally • 
. 
Now sever.a 1 c:h~.nges have been made. As a ·for inst,mc:e, he used to cook 
his own sausage, and use a sausage press to drain the grease and 
everything 01_1t. Uh, he now has an out of town supplier for the sa.usage 
and has had since, well the early 70's. Uh, eome of the things, I don't 
think it was because it was hard to get, he was just more pleased with 
his own product. Uh, S.S. Logan Packing Company worked closed with him. 
He came up with an Italian sausage and it was to his own recipe and S.S. 
Logan makes it for him, So anything that he did not have they were very, 
uh, helpful in attaining the product he wanted or getting the product for 
him. 
RS: How did he go about teaching West Virginian ' s that they couldn't live 
without pizza, especially I would guess, until the late 60'e most 
Americans lived very nicely without pizza. 
KO: Correct. I, uhm, r don't know if you'd say it's, it was almost a 
natural. Maybe the public was looking for something different with the 
hamburgers and hot dogs. Could ev•n say it might have been a fad at the 
timL that had Just come over. Uh, of course in, uh, most people that 
I've talked to and r myse'lf do not care for a quote "Italian" pizza in 
Italy. The product has changed drastically in the United States. I'd 
say we Americanized it and, uh, developed a product from a basis that· 
they had had but in mast cases their pizzas are not, in my opinion, as 
good as they are in the, in the states. I recd ·1 y can't answer that other 
than the fact that, as I say, the, might of been a natural, or the public 
was looking for a new item. I think it's a cross between a snack and a 
dinner item, which might of fulfilled a purpose there, because that way 
you just don't have people coming to sit down for dinner, you also have 
people that are looking for a snack time also. And I think it, it 
started basically when fast foods came in and we saw more that all of the 
chains -- the hamburgers, the hotdogs and everything. 
RS: So in part, if I can hear or ma- rephr ase what I think I heard. Part was 
the time, just a more mobile society out with disposable income. And 
part was just being at the right place (Right) just, this is something 
that's come, sort of like selling VCR's a year ago, 
· \ 
KO: As my, my opinion solely, it seems as though it would be very difficult 
to do in this day and time. As I say, working o~ the shoestring and, uh, 
going to someone else's location and tel ling them up front that you wanna 
open your own place, uh, especially with such a small investment. And I 
think it would be very difficult to do in the 80's. 
RS: What kinds of people were customers? Like, I think to the unsuspectiong 
person, you think, "Well, he makes a pizza chain go in Huntington. 
They've got a college of ten thousand, obviously it's a college 
business." But being located a mile from campus would seem to suggest 
otherwise. 
KO: I know he targeted heavily the university area at first, but he, he 
targeted a lot of different places. He at first would give his pizza 
away a ·1 ot. He would go to the soriori ty houses on Marsha·11 's campus and 
I • - ~ -
int~ O d UC e himself and say, " I have a 1 ittie pizza place and here's a 
free pizza. Taste it. Try it. See if you I ike it. Let me know.u He 
did, l guess you would say, his own test market, where they have 
professionals come in now. He would take them to soriority houses. He 
would take them to a lot of your corner bar and grill type places and, 
' uh, he personally took hit product around to have peop"le sample. 
RS: So the col ·1 ege or the univ-ersi ty was very important to his success. 
KO: It was very important. 
RS: · Ok , yuu said he moved from across the street over to right here, I guess 
<Uh-huh) behind us, Then where was the next step? 
K01 The next step was just five blocks down the street, the Pub. 
RS: And when was that opened? 
KO: As it stands now, I would have to check. I honestly know -- dates and 
details on that, I'm not sure. It seems to me about five years after he 
started in business, but I'm not exactly sure. 
RS: And both of those were obviously wholly his. At that point he wasn't 
selling franchises or any of (Rtghtl that kind of stuff. <Correct) When 
would he, when did he get into the franchising end of it? 
KO: He sta~ted, let's see, I even have that written down, In '64 he started 
franchising. 
RS: In just three years? 
KO: In just three years. 
RS: And where was the first one of those? 
KO: The first ones of those were in Charelston area when we say he 
franchised, he does but it is a very small scope. He has one large 
fraanchisee in the Charleston area. He had one franchise in Kenova, 
which was his sister and one franchisee in Hurricane, and they each just 
had one store. So, the basic franchise or franchisee concept is 
I , 
preJominantly with one individual in the Charleston area. 
RS: Ok, how many stores are there today? 
KO: I be l i eve 43 • 
RS: Spread over how big an area? 
KO: The furthest one away is in Elkins, West Virginia. And there's a gap, a 
large gap between the others and that one. Uh, there's a few in the 
Beckley area, uh, but predominantly the Charleston, Nitro, that area. 
ms: Ok) Some spread Madison, Fayettvi'lle, things of that nature. 
RS: · Al 1 in West Virginia. 
KO: One in Ashland, Kentucky. 
RS: Well, there's one across the river isn't there? 
KO: Two in Ohio, 
RS: Okay, I'm not sure I'm ready to talk about the problems of running, 
moving goods around. Whiie, why don't we talk abo•~it it anyhow. (Okay) 
Maybe it's out of order bL1t what kinds of new problems are created when 
Just minor detail ■ like getting sauce or napkins to these people so. 
They're not buying white napkins from some local wholesaler. You want 
the p~oduct identity to go out or whatever. <Right) Uh , 
KO: In the mid-seventies we did have this problem because we were adamant on 
Gino's logo but, you know, en the napkins, on the boxes. And in order to 
do this we had to stock them ourselves, which did -- it became a problem, 
uh, as far as storage and in buying in bulk quantities to get your 
dt,counts and things. Uh, we handled different things different ways. 
We would hav~ to get a boxcar load of pizza sauce and puree, usually from 
California and there again we were in, in the market of shopping. The 
market - - a bad tomato crop in California and things of this nature, 
which cause one problem, because it wasn't really our area of business 
and in the storage of the product and then, as yau say, the distribution. 
At that time we had a part-time gehtleman, that, that's all he did was 
\ ' 
moJe the supplies around from store to store. We had, uh, paper supplies 
we had to stock ourselves, for our stores and franchised stores. And 
when it became an increasing problem, \'Se sat down ~~ith Standa.rd +oods, 
Mark Dawson at that time and still was our representative, and they put a 
package together that they would stock our, L1h , trademarked products for 
us, and that helps in two or three areas. That helped that we didn't 
have to move it aro1.md; we didn ' t have to stare it; and we didn't have to 
expend the money up front for a boxcar pizza sauce and puree or bulk 
quantities or paper products, so that worked out very wel I, and. 
RS: So now, each of your stores can order their own stack from a who'lesaler, 
and would it be correct to assume that a certain slice of that, however 
sma.l'I, comes back here? 
KO: We, at one time, we got a part of it, when we were handling it, but now, 
no, w- gave up our percentage and in essence gave that to standard foods. 
RS: And so the, the Huntington stores would pay the same price as the Elkins 
•;;tore for, uh, ten thousand na.pk ins or whatever. 
KO: Ri~ht and the quantity doesn't matter either because they stock it for 
us, so a small store or a large store -- the pricing is the same. 
RS: Oh, where is this place? 
KO: Standard Foods, it's in Hurricane. 
RS: Ok, ok. [pause] Let's ta'lk a 'little about advertising. - .. ·uh, with the 
exception of a couple of the national chains, it seems to me he does more 
advertising than any of his local competitors, all his local competitors 
pLtt together maybe. Uh, maybe that is just a seat of the pants 
impression, but it sure seems like it. 
KO= Well, uh, I'm glad you say that because that's the way we like it to 
seem. [clears throat] Now, this is an area that's entirely Kenny 
Grant's. This is, this is what he enjoys the most the operations and 
the marketing aspect. He is very, very, I don't know if you would say 
I , 
i "up an" One of his biggei;t assets and one o·f the reasons, l feel , of 
his success in this area, is his ability to somehow be at the right place 
at the right time as you say. It wasn't developed or it isn't through 
education, he just has a very, very perceptive feel for advertising. One 
of the reasons that he has done so well, and it appears that he 
advertises so much, when you take a nationa·1 chain, let's say Pizza Hut 
or McDonalds or any of these, most of their advertising is bought on a 
nationa ·t scale and national advertising, of course we a'll know, is a ·rot 
more expensive than local and by keeping his chain in a local geographic 
area, he can advertise locally at a much less cost than these national 
chains. 
RS: So all the advertising that we see locally, is he paying fer that, or do 
the, does everybody in the chain pay for it? 
KO: They have an advertising fund that each store in the chain, his included, 
pay a p~rcentage and it goes into the advertising fund and this is where 
they buy the TV time. 
RS: Ok, I was just thinking about the Elkins. How long had the Elkins's 
store been there? 
KO: The Elkins store has been there aboL1t eleven years. The reason, this is 
Kenny's son-in-law aiso, so that'B why the location is Elkins. lt 
wasn't, uh, someone didn't say, "Hey, I think Elkins would be a great 
place for a pizza place," you know. CRSi inaudible) A couple hundred 
miles from (The national) here -- it's Just, it's his daughter and 
son-in-law that own that one. 
RS: Because I was thinking the year I lived in Morgantown, the logical 
stat ion that wo1..t'I d have had the ads, seems to me wou·1 d have been 
Clarksburg WBOY, I think that's right and I don't remember seeing that 
many. Now maybe that's my problem. 
KO: No, you didn't. The Elkins location does not receive as much of the 
I , 
adJerttsing as the Charleston-Huntington locations. 
RS: Ok, uhm, and you say the copy, the layout, the content of the ads, Mr. 
Grant creates that stuff. 
KO: He, at different times has had different advertising agencies work with 
. him. He's had several different. He had one in Charleston at one time; 
and he now has an in-house advertising person. However, I like to ca11 
this his baby, and no matter who handles it for him, it still has his 
personality. He is still very, very active in the advertising end of the 
business. 
RS: Maybe this is getting off the subject, but maybe it's not, uh, is there 
anything significant about the logo, the organgrinder? Is that anybody? 
KO: That's just the original logo and we call it the man and the monkey but 
there's really no significance to it. 
RS: Just 9eems Italian. (Right> Ok, does, or let's go back to the beginning 
of the advertising a little bit, when maybe the budget was tighter than 
it is now. Uh, did he rely more heavily on one kind 'of media than 
another, uh, newspapers or radio, assuming that students in those days 
10 
listened to the radio and didn't have TV's. Uh, did he use the radio 
more? Uh, did he print up handbills? I know if you go into the dorms 
~oday, they're Just loaded with coupons and handbills about various 
places. 
KO: He did a lot and, as I say, at first he was his own advertising agent and 
he went around himself to a lot of places, Uh, you might say he's an 
opportunist, especially in the advertising end of the business. I can't 
really recall that he used one med iL1m more than another. Uh I r think a 
lot of that had to do with the times. I know ten yea.rs ago, coupons were 
a·1 most nonexistent and how you cannot survive without coupons, so he has 
gone into more printed material now, simply due to that fact. Uh, but he 
always seemed to mix it up pretty well with the TV, the radio, and the 
media. He's also very heavy in wh•t I call neighborhood marketing. He, 
I 
i uh, +or instance, the high school football programs and things of this 
nature. The little leagues around town, he does a lot of that type 
advertising also. 
RS: Oh, ok, you mean put it in the program or (In the programs, right) paint 
• the fence, (Uh-huh) that kind of stuff. When did he start this, uh, 
being at plac~s with the van at lunchtime? 
KO: As I say, I was here in ' 71 and it wa■, uh, going in full force then. 
don't know exactly when he did start that. He did have problems on 
occassions with this. Of course you had_, to get the permissi □r1 of the 
schools and a lot of times people in the city (I can see) were opposed. 
<Mommies and daddies screaming about that,) Uh-huh. But then it was at a 
point, now at Marshall even went to it. There was a point, now I would 
say it's in the, maybe '75, '76, when peop l e that weren't predominantly 
-food supp'liers wanted out of the food business. l know several 
sororities on Marshall's campus decided that it wasn't economica·11y 
feasible to fix the meals in the sorority houses and I be"lieve they even 
cut back in the cafeteria at Marshall. This waw also the time in which 
like McDonalds would go in a student union and take over the food JI 
concession because so many places were loosing money on the supply of the 
food dnd this type thing, So at that point he would get calls asking for 
the trucks and some of the rural schools where, uh, you know to provide a 
cafeteria and things of this nature. They would actually call and ask us 
to set a route up at their school, because they couldn't handle the 
overflow or whatever in the cafeteria. 
Has he ever considered, uh, selling his products frozen? 
KO: He at one time did. He didn't pursue it very long. And he had it with 
the B&B Food Market. lhey had them for a while but this was back in the 
seventies and he really didn't pursue that energetically, He, uh, would 
sell frozen pizzas to some of the bars when he was first getting started, 
a couple of the bars that didn't have food, and they would Just take the 
frozen pizza and put it in the mic~owave. See he, he did that on 
\ < 
ocdassion. These were just probably test projects. He'd try them for a 
while and, for one reason or another, decide not ta pursue it. 
RS: You know, the rea1Son l asked that is because the biggest name in frozen 
pizza, and the one that tastes the worst <Right) is .Jino 1·s <Right) and 
that's Just a guy similar to Kenny Grant out of Duluth, Minnesota 
(Uh-huh) and Just, I mean, must be fabulously wealthy (Right) selling 
that stuff that is hardly edible. 
KO: Right, I think anyone that knows Ken, he likes, I don't know if you would 
call it the fanfare, but he likes the activity of the business and inside 
the stores. And he likes to market and promote and that possibly could 
be a reason, uh. 
(SIDE 2) 
KO; Uh, that to me is more like a factory and, uh, product that, uh, I just 
don't think we would have enough excitement in it for Kenny, He, uh, 
. 
many times, I know, we used to go to dinner and we'd be in an [telephone 
buzzes) exclusive restaurant that was expensive sit down service and, but 
it was a very slow elegant pace and he, on different occassions, said 
12-
"This p'lace could make ten times more money than me, but it would drive 
me crazy." He has to have a lot of activity; uh, he likes the volume; he 
likes the buzz-buzz of being very busy. Which would drive someone crazy 
(Well) from a financial -- I used to kid him and say, you know, if you 
sell so many pizzas and you don't have the pricing right, the more you 
sell, the more you lose, but, uh, he definitely likes a high volume, fast 
moving type business. 
RS: Let's talk a 1 ittle bit about that pricing stuff. Certainly there is a 
skil I involved in making a profit, but not pricing oneself out of it 
(Uh-huh) and at the same time, you have to [noises] and at the same time 
you, you kinda have to know how much this thing costs so you can decide 
whether you can give a fifty cent coupon or a twenty cent coupon or a 
pricing must be pretty delicate. Uh, I'm curious as to how you made 
I • 
thdse determinations. Uh, let me give you a, a for example, when I 
grimaced about the, the hubbub of business, r worked +or seven years in a 
Dairy Queen <Uh> that, uh, that was food as well as ice cream. And we 
made a lot of money for the gLty who owned it , who worked with us, but you 
only made money when you're ready to drop and that r didn't partic.:ular·iy 
enjoy. I mean I enjoyed the comraderie and the, and the people but 
l 
realistically in the fast food business, if you're not working fast, 
you're not making money. (Right) Uh, and in that business, if I recall 
correctly, uh, the principle was raw food cost -- thirty-five, forty 
cents. Yau sell it for a dollar, and that wiill cover al i your overhead 
and make a decent profit. Uh, I've heard that McDonalds' raw cost is in 
the neighborhood of twenty cents. Uh, 1 don't know, but is that (That's) 
the principle on which you operate? 
l<D: Right, the uh, the mean and the normai is, is e1round a thirty--two percent 
on your food cost , uh , that's what you strive f cir. Uh , if one of your 
products- happens to ntn a seal e that, it's 1 ess expensive --- a large 
item, for instance, cheesa. If the cheese market is down and your cheese 
is less expensive, sometimes you can vary, you i.:.an go betv-ieen 30 and ~32, 
but 32'¾ is a, the norm that they say to strive for (And you're) in the 
food industry. 
RS: Pretty good at doing that. 
KO: It's a full time Job. It has ta be watched constantly. Uh, that's why 
in th• financial and accounting aspect it's very important because 
probably more than most institutions, uh, we use our fi9L1res very, very 
closely because, as you say, if your food cost is out of line -- the 
restaurant business is a very, very fine profit margin and these things 
have to be watched closely. I think the national average is 3% (On 
grass) that you net and, uh, as I say, these 1 the food costs, the payroll 
percentages, and your dominant items have to constantly be watched. As 
you say, you do it pretty easily -- no, we really don't. It's something 
that, that, doesn't came easy, you have ta Just stay after it and stay 
\ ' 
afJer it and stay after it. [background voices] 
RS: Uhm. Has the labor always been minimum wage? Or should I say it the 
other way araLmd, is 1 abor minimum wage? 
KO: Basically, the start is minimum wage, however, I wrote up the other day, 
I was just going back, probably for a restaurant in this area, we have 
more 15 and 20 year people. I would a ·1most challenge most restaurants in 
the United States. I was even going to write the National Restaurant 
Association later. They, of course, are not minimum wage and we have 
probably 10 to 15 hourly people not in management that have been with the 
company over 15 years. 
RS: I don't. mean to sound 1 ike a mean old cap i t,,fl i st (Uh-huh> but they can't 
be worth what they cost, can they? 
KO: Yes, I think so, on in the training aspect and, uh, I'm sure, I feel it's 
a very definite asset, asset (They really are worth the money.) to have 
these -- certainly. One of your biggest costs in.the restaurant business 
is your turnover cast, and if these peap 'le have stayed there this lar,g, 
you're not, of course, turning them over. And sometimes they can be 
turned over many, many times during the year, and, and you're saving 
enough in that, in the retraining and, No, I feel it's a very definite 
asset . 
RS: So even if they cost two, three times one minimum wage person, their 
contribution merits that, 
KO: Yes, (Ok) and in a lot of cases, as I say, uh, they did go on into 
management. We have a lot that started hourly and, uh, are now in 
management. 
RS: How young are the youngest people you either do hire or are allowed to 
hire? 
KO: We can hire, I believe it's 16, and if they're younger than 16, you have 
to have a permit, a work permit. [background voices] They are stringent 
rules of course on -- I guess it really comes under child labor, on when 
I , . 
i they're going to school, how late they can work in the day, how many 
hour,, especially on a school night. And there are a lot of federal 
restrictions. We, we really like to hire more eighteen year olds, 
because there is not a limit to what they can do. 18 year olds have to 
drive the trucks. They cannot be yoLmger, you know, yoL•.nger than that. 
Uh, and a lot of your equipment, like the dishwashers, is one of the few 
things now, I believe, now I haven't looked at this lately, I believe 
that's one thing that doesn't come under it, but moat anything else 
mechanical they have to be 18 years old. We do hire some younger but, as 
I say, it stymies a little bit what they're allowed to do. 
R8: And are many of these people college students or are they people who are 
done with schooling and this is a real first job or a serious job or 
whatever you want to call that? 
KO: I would say most of them, this is their entrance into society and 
working, Uh, we have always had a lot of college students at The Pub, I 
would say, because it's a fun type college place, I guess. Uh, we will 
have more o+ them there than any other place. 
RB: Ok, have there ever been significant mistakes made or maybe they didn't 
<Certainly) appear to be mistakes, but they turned out not the way one 
hoped. 
KO: I'm sure along the way, ~here have been a lot. One of the, uh, one of 
the problems in the 70's and I would pinpoint as one of the biggest, was 
growing too fast. And the tendency to grow faster than the employees to 
run them and things of this nature. And at one time we had quite a surge 
in growth and, uh, that's my opinion though, uh, l, I don't believe Kenny 
would say that though because he likes [knock at the door] he's more 
progressive and liberal, and I'm more conservative. It's something you 
can't •.. 
RS: YoL1, you were talking e1bout growth, do the penple who buy the franchises 
come through some of the existing stores for training? Was that a 
I ' 
proicess? 
KO: Well . , as I say predominantly and for all practical purposes, we really 
have one franchisee, and ·we have 3 stores in the Logan area, but they've 
been the same stores for several years. Uh, the growth has been 
predominantly with the franchisee I have mentioned to you. And now, 
Kenny and his franchisee are in partnership. At a certian point in the 
late 70's instead of franchising out to thi$ franchisee, they started 
opening joint ownership stores. 
RS=· Let's see if I can clarify that in my own mind (Uh-huh) a little bit, 
You said there are 43 store (Uh-huh> and the Kenova ones were sister? 
(That was his sister) Ok, and the Elkins' one, his son-in-law, (Uh-huh) 
Charleston is a bunch, the franchisee. How many stores than does Kenny 
Brant have his own money in, in some (He has) +ashion? 
KO; Haw many of them does he have part ownership or total? <Part or both orl 
He has 12 of them solely by himself. (Okay) And he has 17 that he i ■ 
Joint with the Charleston franchisee and he is a partner ori three in 
Logan County. 
RS: Ok, and the gLty i.n Char·t eston, pardon my sex ism, I assumed it was a guy. 
<Right) Am l right? (Yes) Oh, ak, uh, how many does he have then, alone. 
You jLtst said he has 17 Joint, I think. 
KO: I believe it's 10 to 12. 
RS: Ok, what, does he have a corporate name or something? 
KO: Uh-hLth, Better Foods, Inc. 
RS: Ok, ok, and you think there was al ittle bit too rapid growth therefore 
stability. 
KO: Right, uhm, we were growing faster than we were -- had the people 
trained. 
RS: How do you maintain quality control? Do you, does he go around and check 
on stores or does he send someone off the street like me to go down to 
Wayne, or whatever it is, and eat a pizza? 
I ' 
KO: He 1has used all, he, uh, he himself does go to the stores and he will 
just spot a certain store. He really likes pizza, still to this day he 
eats a lot of it and, uh; he will just spot, pick up pizzag, He goes in 
and, uh, tests the qLta.'I ity. He has a general manager who's also 
basically in charge of this, and he has the supervisors that are•in and 
out of the stores. So that is one of the top problems, to maintain the 
quality. He has on occasion j1..1st used individua.1 s 1'4ho were friends to 
stop by the restaurants. Uh, he now has the comment cards in the 
restaurants and people really do fill them out. I know some don't, 
people fee·1 they don't, but they do fill those O\.lt, which c:an give you an 
inkling. H you have three cards in one week that say something about 
the dough, then you really can come to the conclusion that you might have 
a problem there, And, uh, he himself wil I go or the genera'! manager go 
over the dough making procedure to make sure that they're following or 
try to see what the problem is. 
RS: Ok, <pause) any other mi stakes? 
\+ 
KO: (pause) 1, I real ·1 y can't think o+ any right now. I'm sure he would tel I 
you a lot, uh. <pause) I don't think there are a lot of regrets, may I 
say that, (Okay) mistakes maybe, but regrets, no. 
RS: Nothing 1 lke, uhm, I think the last big push in a new product I noticed 
was the barbecued pizza or some such thing that sounds absolutely awful. 
<Right) Uh, did anything like that ever flop? 
KO: Oh, I'm sure that some of the products have. I, several years age, we 
RS; 
KO: 
had a sandwich called the Goombah. No one would probably even remember. 
They had a very large contest and let people name the sandwich aand 
Goombah's what it came up with. It meant good buddy in Italian <Oh, is 
that what that means?) Uh-huh, good body. 
See, the only place I ever heard that was Cher a)ways called Sonny that. 
Right. Well , that's why it's goad buddy. (Ok) And, uh, it was a good 
I , 
saAdwhich. [clears throat] Excuse me. It, uh, was too costly to make. 
I forget there were a lot a very, very seasonable, seasonable, costly 
i terns on it. 1, I can't even remember now. l 'm sure we cou·1 d have a 
laugh, {clears throat) excuse me, about some products that they tried and 
later dropped, but none of them significant, might I say, to interrupt 
the business, or to cause a, a substantial problem, you might say. It's 
something they tried and they thought and they advertised it and they 
dropped it but it wasn't anything major. 
RS: Ok, uh, is this a corporation now? (Uh-huh) How long has it been? 
KO: It's always been a corporation. 
RS: Not from day one, it couldn't have been. l mean, one of the guys sel ·1 ing 
it out of a I ittle oven over there, or was be really? 
KO: It was closely there after, <Really was) uh, huh. 
RSi Is, are there many shareholders? (Na sir) One shareholder? (Yes sir) 
Oh, ok. 
KO: (laughs) In ~ost cases some of the joint ones, as I say, they're, they're 
sp Ii t . . 
RS: Ok, what's the corporate structure look like? You called yourself 
assistant secretary-t~easurer. (Yeah) Was that your title at one time or 
stUl is? 
KO: I was secretary-treasurer at one time. <Okay) So now, basically 
speaking, I'm just on a consulta.nt type basis. And for purposes of some 
of the forms you have t& fill o~t, assistant secretary-treasurer, a good 
catch al I. 
RS: Ok, but now, ls Kenny Grant calling himself president, chairman, C.E.O., 
all the above? 
KO: He basically calls himself Kenny Brant and, and prefers not to have the 
titles. He is president, of course, of the corporation. The structure 
is not large enough, nor impressed upon anybody enough to have a CEO and 
the chairman of the board, and things of this nature. Uh, last summer 
I , 
thet had someone come in and basically restructured the corporate entity, 
but it's basically speaking, Kenny Grant is president, and his, uh, 
general manager;s the vice president. And there's varioLts assundry, 
<clears throat) excuse me, other titles, but it's basically on a job 
performance type title as opposed to a corporate title. 
RS: Does each store, each store obviously would have a manager. (Uh-huh) ls 
there a pecking order? Is the Pub the top store, I mean the one the, uh, 
the management person wou·1 d aspire to running or maybe they just wanna be 
near the one by their home or is there any of the kind of prestige? 
KO; No, uh, I really don't feel, it's usually a management decision. And the 
restaurants ~re basically close enough that close to their house is not 
that important. Uh, I would as- aspir, to, to run, no, uhm, sorta like 
I've got good news and bad news, 29th street would be the location, but 
the vdlume is so heavy, and there are so many different things going on 
that most of them would not want to run it. 
RS: Are these, uh, managers paid on a commission basis or based on the 
performanc;e of the store? 
KO: They're paid on a sa.·iary. At one time they were on a commission basis, 
but since I've been gone, they haven't persued that as much. I would 
really 1 ike to see it put back into effect. I'm not sure which direction 
he wil I be going. (background noise) 
RS: Sounds 'like I stumbled onto something that's under construction. 
( 1 a.ughs) Okay. 
KO: Very definitely with me. This is, I, I feel that (background noise) it 
makes, makes them take more of an interest and they are more responsib'le 
for their own stores. And when you get your main costs in line, let's 
say your food and yoL•.r labor, it's about t : .70 of your restaurant dollar. 
And once you get those in line, the other things that you tackle, I feel, 
are very, very hard to do unless it's to their benefit, might we say 
utilities. Watching your electric and watching your settings and 
I ' 
watbhing when you turn the lights on ind off. I feel that if they're 
paid a percentage, they will take more of an interest inc- controlling 
these type items. (background voices> 
RS: Has this, uh, business, I'm sorry, I ~on't know what the name of this 
business is, is it? When we talk about it being a corporation, (Uh-huhl 
what's the name on the sheet of paper that registered in Charleston or 
whatever? 
KO: Gino's Pizza and Spaghetti Houses, Inc. (Okay) However, now each one of 
them, at this point, is a separate corporation, (Oh, oh) Each one of the 
ones that Kenny has his-self. 
Re , "'' Has, has he diversified from this, in any, r mean, is his business world 
limited to Gino's, or has Gino's moved off and allowed him to different 
areas? 
KO: The only other thing is he is now a franchisee of Tudor's Biscuit World. 
He has 4 Tudor's Biscuit places. (Ok) He has really always felt that he 
would I ike to keep a l l his eggs in one basket and he really hasn't 
diversified that much at all. 
RS: And these Tudors, are they the ones that have the new obvious identity 
that you can see there <The new, a.11 • Ok. 
KO: Uh-huh, he has the one here, the one in Kenova, Ceredo, Proctorville, and 
Chesapeake. Those are his and they do have the new image and the new 
building. 
RS: Ok, and then there are other Tudor franchisees right around here too 
then? 
KO: The parent company owns the other ones here in Huntington. 
RS: Ok, uh, one last area that might take a I ittle while. I hope not too 
long but let's talk about a category we might call community 
responsibility. What does a person owe a community when, through his own 
hard work, he has succeeded very well within a community? Or whether he 
suceeded or not, but in this case he did. Uh, and it seems clear to 
I , 
an~one who knows anything about this community, he, he give back a bit, 
uh, perhaps quite a bit. But, uh, what's the how and the wherefore and 
what is required + rom the perspective of this bLts i ness? 
f(O: X don't really know if you cou·1ct cal"! it a requirement, maybe a per',;;onal 
commitment more so. He has just always been very, very involved with the 
community. He prides, (clears throat) excuse me, he prides himself on 
the fact that he is the local, small town, next door neighbor type as 
opposed to your national franchises. (Pause) I think a, a lot of it, of 
course, is, Lth, awareness. When he first started to have the name, just 
about everywhere you went was, uh, one of his predominant qua"lifications. 
He wanted you to see it on the bi 1 ·1 boards. He wanted the trucks painted 
so they were identified. I'm sure a lat of the community involvement, as 
you see, the little league fields with the signs and things of this 
nature lbackground noise) adds a lot to it. I would say his is almost 
. 
just a personal commitment though, he was born and raised here and has 
1 iv&?d here al I of his 1 ife. And, uh, (noise) l wm1I d say he enjoys the 
participation also. 
RS: Let me ask maybe the same question in a different way, maybe it will be 
harder to answer. Where does PR end and commitment start, in ':mme of 
these~- like Huck at the Pub. How much of that is so the community can 
see Huck and hew much of that is to sell pizza? 
KO: I would almost say it's half and half. Because, as I said before, Kenny 
thoroughly enjoys things of this nature. There again was the buzz-buzz 
and the hubbub and the excitement. I'm not so sure sometimes that 
doesn't override the business aspect of it. 
RS: Sometimes he gets carried away. 
KO: This is one of his -- I don't know what you would call it but yes, he, he 
thoroughly enjoys it. We tease him; we like to say we stay away from him 
as much as possible the day before and the day cf an ext ravaganza of this 
type because he has himself geared and becomes very, very hyped for it. 
\ ' 
We ~ave a. saying "We' re havir,g fun, aren ·'t we?" because a. ! ot o+ the 
times, we don't have as much fun with it as he does and I mean he really 
likes to think that we all Just love this, but it's, uh. We do to a 
certain extent but he really and tru'I y enjoys it. He enjoys a good 
promotion and the satisfaction from a good promotion probably outweighs 
the other. Uh, he's always interested in that of course , but since the 
"Huck at the Pub" last night, the comments and I, I think it went over 
real well, don't you? Some peop·te told me it ·1ooked nice, and there's 
more talk about the actual happening. I dare say that he's looked at the 
figures from that. 
I' 
'-.\,// RS: What about other kinds of community stuff? Uh, I don't know what I'm 
talking about here, but I'm assuming he's reasonably involved in Big 
Green. 
KO: Quite involved, always has been involved. Probably one of the first to 
be involved in it. 
RS: Uh, other things? United Way, Red Cross, uh, or is this all Marshall 
athlatic oriented? 
KO: No, he's, uh, he works with most everyone ·-- more enthusiastically on 
certain projects. As, for instance, today 51 of our sales go to the 
cancer society. He's very close friends and feels he learned a lot ·form 
John Beck 1 ey a.t the B~B Food Market. He worked for .John when he was 
younger and, uh, feels that he got a lot of his education and training 
from John. And since John is a proponent of the Cancer Day, Kenny helps 
quite a bit in that area. On the ·1 i tt·1 e ·1 eague and things of this 
nature, he is now and has a ·1 ways been very active. r 'm not real sure if 
he is, now his mother was sick for a couple of years and he curtailed a 
I ot of his activities and spent a ·1 at of his time with her. At one time 
he was, uh, on the boards of the Boys' Club. He was on the boards of the 
Boys Scouts' Council. But one of his projects that he does not and 
probably the biggest project he ev•r had was the Green Acres Center. And 
I ' 
we Larked with that -- I don't know if you were here -- we had two 
charity bo:<ing matches, the big draws, and we brought big name fighters 
in and worked very heavily with Green Acres and worked with them towa.rd 
getting state funding. Now that, that's a reality, he's still involved 
but not as much as _he were. As a matter of fact, ·1 ast night at The Pub, 
one of the kids from Green Acres that knew us from when we used to be up 
there all the time was at the Pub. There's one little boy that's up 
there new that I have to send him a Gino's T-shirt he was promised. And 
even the emp 1 oyees know them by name and are very c ·1 ose to even a ·1 ot of 
the children at Green Acres. Now as I say, it's not as heavily involved 
now because I, they got •• , 
(END OF TAPE> 
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ragt:: J. 
~S: Ok, th1s Bob Sawrey. lo□ay l'il be 1n~erv1ew1ng Par leen 0'8r1en of the 
G1m.l':;; f-··i.zza Cc:lrnpan v --· Jnr.:c,rpcwated '': __ .. 
(Incorporated) lncorporatsd in Hunt i ngton, ~903 4th Avenue concerning 
don't we start today withal 1ttle bit of background about yourself, uh, 
native Huntington1an, 1-ih- wha.t. you're doing herE'J, how VOLi ·flt rnto th~? 
Gino's business, or when your time with them was, that (Right) kind of 
in+orrnat1on please. 
KO: I'm a native Hunt1ngtonian. I was born here 1n '43 . I worked at the C & 
0 Ra1lwav at tnat time 1n accounting and secretarial work , and l tame 
with Gino's 1n 1971 and was here tnraugh ' 77, the main growth period of 
the business, and l worked bas1ca/ iv 1n the business. Ran the business 
end of t he business, i n the accounti ng func t ions and a i l the business. 
restauran t business -- in the business, financia l , and accounting end 
with Godfather's Pizza 1 and now I'm back in West Virgi nia for a snort 
period on a consultant basis to do an overview and maybe set up some new 
accounting systems and procedures. 
RS: Dk, s□ you went from the C & 0 where you must nave been in accounti ng or 
5omething. h\c,7-· 
KO: was basically, I was a private secretary . 
RS: A private secrecary. Uh, where does one get accGunti11g e xpertise out □t 
thi~, background"::· 
KO: I went to Marsnall and was in a 2 year program 1 n accounting. So I had 
predom1nantl y· used the secretar1a : ski ll s . 
arr 1 ved here '7· 
KO: I cannot remember exactly but there were about 1~ restaurants . Kenny 
the Charleston area. 
RS: Okay, and you just said that you came to work then 1n the, the accounting 
business end of Gino's. 
KO: Right. ln other words the bus- busines£ administrative end of it, (Okay) 
running the a+{1ce and tne +inanci61 end of it. 
RS: Okay, how far before that was the Gino's founded? Was Mr. Grant involved 
KO: Gina's was founded 1n 1961 (By Kenny Grant) by Kenny Grant. Uh, I don't 
knaw i+ you ' d want to go int □ it. His story was very unique. He had 
always worked two or three Jobs. He worked at All 1ed Chemical, and I 
in small business. His parents had a local grocery store, and he at one 
time had a smai ! grocery store. Sa , he had always been quite 
enterprising and eventuall y wanted to be 1n business for himself. 
at that time the □ 1zza place 1n town, ta get a pizza after the ball game 
and he said the 01zza wasn ' t that good, tne place was dirty but peop l E 
were standing 1n I 1ne to eat pizza. So he saved up h1 s m□nev, l believe 
and went to Cincinnati, Ohio and knocked on doors to see 1+ he could 
l earn the pizza bus1ness 1 working in a restaurant. G□, 1n the outskirts 
of Ci ncinnati where he ended up and t he Game of the place was £1nu·s, 
which scarts wit~ and he □ rapped the 2 anc pu t his first in 1 t 1,,,_1 a.nci 
these individual~ tn ere. S □ he came back to Huntington and I don't know 
1-'age J 
1s, uarely room enough for<-<. pnza. oven, Ei w,iE.0re he opened his +irst 
RS: And across the street, Just for the record (right) on the tape, is across 
29th street. 
KO: Across from the 29th street location, a small bu l ld1ng. Uh, even at the 
time, ne had no equipment, uhm 1 or i g1na!ly, what ne·d do 1s get of~ 
nightshift at Allied Chemical and stop at Pr i ce Bakery He was f riends 
of theirs and use their mixer to make h1s dough, and then transport i t 1n 
his car up to the pizza business. 
RS: Sa the only thing he was sel ! ing at that time would have been carry out 
KD: Can-· y--ou.t p 1 z z a. on i ·-.,r, u.h-r.uh . 
KO: I'm not exactly sure, 1t was two or three years l ater he decided ta 
expand his menu, when he was doing wel I across tl1e street and get the now 
29th street location. He went to Daytona Beach, Florida and worked 1n an 
Italian restaurant for, I bel 1eve it was approximately six mon t hs and, 
uh, Tony and Jerry's I be l ieve was the name of the place in Daytona 
Beach, and learned -- expanded his menu , went into dinners anc, uh , 
□ 1zza, uh, spagnetti, lasagna, rigaton i , things of this nature. 
RS: Now. when he was, was working t □r Z1n □ 's, were tnese peaplE 1 in af4ec t , 
supplying him with recipes that he then c □ui d use here, but not compete, 
KO: He created his own recipes. He was Just bas1cal ly the feel at 1t and, 
that, but no, the recipes are his own. He did not get recipes f rom them. 
RS: Ok, one other question tnen I'd l 1ke to came back to the rec1oes, want to 
name the place 1n Huntington where h~ got n1s piz~a? 
Psge 4 
f;:o: Uh ·-huh. 
Rf:"i: Ok, now, uh, ·1et's pursue this r··pci.pes' business a 1itt·1e bit because it 
seems to me that there's going to have ta be some maneuvering to make 1t 
work in Huntington, either you ' re not going to be able to get quite the 
sause you wan t or you're going to have to make your awn sauce. 'Er, 
where are you goi ng to get your cheese? That, l'm curious about those 
kind o{ , just logistical problems. U1d he create his own sauce? 
KO: He created his own sauce. He, uh, of course it's all with a tomato base , 
difference, and he, uh, he just worked with it himself. I would say 
mainly t □ his own taste, an d, u!1, adceG the spices t o the sauce tG make 
it his own. 
RS: Now today, obvious l y he needs a huge bulk . Does somebody manufacture it 
for him today ta his specifications? 
KO : Today, and this happ ened 1n probably around 1974, Up unti l that time, he 
had an ind ividuad that made 1'-in a.t v,e ca.!! ed the sp i ce rni :<es 1 ;;c) that we 
would sell them to franchisees and have them 1n our stores and so the 
recipe didn ' t get out. They would just take tne white ba9s, and they had 
the, uh, ing red ien ts and the amount, and they would put the spices 1n the 
bags and then wit h the instruc tions to add wa te1· , vour tomatoe sauce, 
whatever needed to be added. But now he does have a company ~hat 
oac kag es it for n1~. 
RS: Ok, were there any problems wi th getting cheese, uh, pepperon i, that ' s 
major difficutti es ~ 
KO : Nat to my knowledge because he d1d b t1 y most o+ them at that ti me locall y . 
Naw severai changes havE been made. As a far instanc2 1 he used t □ cook 
his awn sausage, and use a sausage press t o drain the grease and 
and has had since, well the early 70's. Uh, some uf the things, 1 don't 
think it wc:l.s tiecau.se it wa.s r,ard to get, he was JU:>t more p leased w1tt·, 
his own pro~uct. Uh, S.S. Lagan Packing Company worked closed with him. 
He came up with an ltal ian sausage and 1t was to his own recipe and C'- C ._J ......... 
Logan makes it f or him. So anything that he did not have they were very, 
uh, heiofui in attaining the product he wanted or getting the product f or 
hi.m. 
RS: How did he go about teaching West V1rgi nian 's that they couldn't l 1ve 
Americans l 1ved very nicely without pi2za. 
KO: Correct. I I uhm, 1 don't know 1+ you ' d say 1t·s, it was al most a 
natural. Maybe the public was look ing far something different with the 
hamburgers and h □t dogs. Caul □ even say it might have been a fad at the 
time that had just come over. Uh, of course 1n, uh, most people that 
I've L::\lked to and r mvseH do not care ·for a. qu.c,t.e 11 lt2-.l1an" p1zz.:i. in 
Italy. The product has changed drastically in the United States. I'd 
:=.ay i-ie Amer1can1zed 1t and, uh, deve!eipeci 2, prc.iduct from a ba.s1s thi:<t 
they had had but in most cases their pizz as are not, in my opinion, a= 
good as they are in tME:", ir1 ti1e states.. l rea I ·1 y can't ans,.,ier tha.t other 
was !ook1ng for a new item. I t n 1nk it ' s a cross betw~en a 3nack and a 
dinner item 1 which might cf fui f illed a purpose there, because that wav 
you Just don ' t have people coming t1J sit down f or a1nner, you a!s□ have 
people that are looking for a snack time also. ~nd r think 1t, it 
chains -- the-hamburgers, the hotdogs an □ ~veryth1ng. 
So 1n part, 1f l can hear ur ma- rephrase what I think 
the time, Just a more mobile society out with d isposable in come. And 
part was Just be1n~ at the r1ght p\ac~ CR 1ghti Just, tl11s 1s sometn1ng 
KU: As my, my op1n1 □n solely, 1t seems as though 1t would be very d1tf1cult 
to co in this day and time. As I say, working on the shoestring and, uh, 
gen nq to someone else' ·s I oi.:,;;,t ion and te: l 1 ng tl'iem up + rant tha.t you wanna 
open your own place, uh, especially with such a smal 1 investment. And I 
think it would be very difficult to do 1n the BO·s. 
What kinds of people were customers? Like 1 I think to the unsuspectiang 
person, vou think, uwe1 i, he make==. a p1zz2-. chain go in Hunt:tngton. 
They've got a college cf ten thousand, obviousl y it's a college 
business." But being i ocated a mile ·ft~om campu::; wou1 d =:=.eem to :=.uggest 
KO: I know he targeted heavily the university area at first, but he, he 
targeted a lot of different places. He at t i rst would give his pizza 
away a lot. He wouid go to the sar1ori t y houses on Marshall's campus and 
free p1zz:a. Taste it. Try it. See H you 'like it. Let me knov-,i." He 
did, 1 guess you would say, his own test market 1 where they have 
professionals come in now. He woald take them ta soriority houses. He 
would take them to a lot of your corner bar anci grill type p\aces and, 
uh, he personally took his product around to have people sample. 
f::)J: It: was very 1mport."'nt. 
RS: Ok, you s aid he moved from across the street over to right here, I guess 
KO: The next step was Just five blocks d □wn the street , the Pub. 
RS: And when was tn2 t o~ened? 
KO: As ,t stands now, I would have to check. I honest / ~ know -- dates and 
start ed in bus~ness, but I' m not exact1v ~ure. 
J. 0.51,;; / 
selling franchises or an y of (Right) t.h a.t. kind of stLtff, (Correct) When 
would he, when d1d he get into the +ranch1s1ng end of 1t' 
KO: He started, let ' s see, l even have that written down. In ' 64 he started 
+ranc:his1ng, 
RS: In just three years? 
KO: In Just t hree years. 
RS : And where was the first one of those? 
franchised, he does but 1t 1s a very smal l scope. He has one l arge 
which was h is s i s t er and one franchisee in Hurr icane, and they each Just 
had one store. So, the basic franchise or franchisee concept 1s 
predominantly with one individual in the Char l eston area. 
Ok, haw man y stores are t here today? 
KU: I be I i eve 4:::. 
RS: Spread over how big an area? 
KO: The furthest one away is in Elkins, West Virginia. And there's a gap, a 
Beck l ey area, uh, but predom1 na ntly th e Char1 est □n, Nitro, t hat area. 
KO: One 1n Ash l and, Ke ntucKy. 
RS: l,Jeil, there ' ·=· one .;.cross tile ri ve r 'i.,,n't ther p ',:, 
kS: Okay, I ' m not-sure I ' m reao y to ta l k ab out the prob lems of runn ing, 
Jus t minor detai l s ; 1 ~ ~ ge t t i ng s auce or naoK: ns t o thes e penple s o . 
They're not buyi ng white napkins fra m some local wholesaler. You want 
KO: :in the mid-seventies we did have u-,Vi, p:--·ob1em because 1-Je were adam.=1r1t on 
Gino 's l □go but 1 you know, on the napk1ns, on the boxes. And 1n order to 
do this we had to stock them ourselves, which did - - 1t became a problem, 
uh, a.s +ar as storage and 1.n buying 1n bulk qL1ant:i.ti.es to get vou.r 
discounts and things. Uh, we handled different things different ways. 
\IJe 1-Jc,u id havE:• to get ·='· bo:-; car I Dad of p 12:;:: a sauc:E:• a.nd puree, u.sua I l y + rom 
Cal iforn1a and there again we were in 1 in the market □ + shopping. The 
market -- a bad tomato crop 1n Cat i1orn1a and th1nqs o+ this nature, 
which cause one problem, because 1t wasn't really our area of business 
At that time we nad a part-time gentleman, that, that ' s a ll he did was 
we had to stock ourselves, for our stares and fran chised stores. And 
when it became an 1ncreas1ng prob lem , we sat down with Standard foods, 
Mark Dawson at t hat time and still was our representative, and they put a 
pack a ge together that they would stock our, uh, trademarked product s for 
us, and that helps in two or three areas. That helped that we didn't 
have to move 1t around; we didn ' t i,ave ta store 1t: anci we didn't have to 
e;-::o end t...he 111,::mey up {rcmt for .':\ bD:<car p1z;:; .;;i. sauce and puree or bu.1 k 
cuaGt ities or paper product s, so that worked out very we l I, and . 
RC• ._, . Sc now, each □f your stores can order their own stock from a who lesa 1er, 
and would it be correct to assume that a certain slice of that, however 
:;;ma. I ·1 1 comes back here-::• 
k□: We, at one ti~e, we gut a part ot 1t, when we were handling it, but now, 
RS: And so the, the Huntington stares would pay the same price as the Elkins 
KO: Right and the quantity doesn ' t matter either bec a use th~y stoc k 1t for 
us, so a smai I store or a large store -- the pricing 1s the same. 
RS: Oh, where is this place? 
KO: Standard Foods, it's 1n Hurricane. 
RS: Ok, ok. [pause] Let's talk al ittle about advertising, Uh, with the 
e xception of a couple of the national ch21ns, 1t seems ta me he does more 
advertising than any of his local compet 1tors , all his local competitors 
put together maybe. Uh, maybe that 1s Just a seat bf the pants 
impression, but 1t sure seems 1 ike 1t. 
seem. [clears throat] Now, this is an area that's entirely Kenny 
Grant ' s. This is, this is what he enjoys the most the oper2t1ons and 
the marketing aspect. He i;; ·-....·ery, very, I iJon't kncM 1·f you vmul d sav 
his success in this area, 1s his ability to somehow be at the right place 
at the right time as you say, It wasn't developed or it isn't through 
education, he just has a very, very perceptive feel for advertising. One 
o+ the reasr.ms tha.t he ha~; done sn we\ I , and it appears that he 
advertises so much, when you take a nationai chain, let's say Pizza Hut 
or McDonalds or any of these, most cf tne1r advertising is bought on a 
national scale and national advert1s1ng, of course we all know, 1s a lot 
RS: So all the advert1s1ng that we see locally, 1s he paying for that, or ;Jo 
the, does eve~ybu□ v 1n the cna1n way for 1t ; 
t<f:J: They have a.n advertising +u.nd that. each :':-,tore in tlie. chain, hi.5- triciucled, 
pay a percentage and it goes into the advertis i ng f und and this 1s where 
they buy the rv time. 
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RS: Ok, I was Just th1nk1ng about the Elkins. How long had the Elkins 's 
KO: The Elkins s tore has been there about eleven years. 1·he reason, this 1s 
wasn .. t, ui-1, someone d1.cin't say, "Hey, J. thi.nk Elkfns W!Ju.ld be a great 
r.:.iiaci.:, +or a p1z:?.a. p,ace," you know. ms: rna.udiL;le) {:.i couple hL1ndred 
miles from (lhe national) here -- it's Just, lt's his daughter and 
son-in-law that own that one. 
Because I was thinking the year 1 l i ved in Morgantown, the logical 
station that would hav~ had thP ads 1 seems to me would have been 
Clarksburg WBOY, I think that 's right and I don 't ramember seeing that 
many. Now maybe that 's my prob l em. 
KO: No, you didn't. fhe Elkins location does not receive as much of the 
ad '-.'erh::,ing as the Cha.rleston-Huntrngton ioca.t1m1s. 
Ok, uhm, and you say the copy, the l ayout, the content of the ads, Mr. 
KO : He, at different times has had different advertising agencies work with 
h 1m. He's had several d1ffe~ent. He had ane in Charleston a t one time; 
and he now has an in-house advertising person. However, 1 like to call 
personality, He is stil I very , very active 1n the advertising end of the 
RS: Maybe this is getting of+ the subject, but mayoe it ' s not, uh, 1s there 
anything s1gnif1cant about the lDg □ 1 tne organgr1nder? Is that anybody? 
there's really no s1gn1f1cance to it. 
RS: Just seems Ital 1an. (R ight) Ok 1 does, or let ' s go back t □ the beginning 
it is now . Uh, d10 he rely more heav1\v on one kind of media tnan 
listened ta the r ad to and didn't have lV's. Uh, did he use the radio 
more? Uh, did he pr1nt up handbills? l know tf you g □ into the dorms 
today, they're Just loaded with coupons and handbills about various 
KO: He did a lot and, as I say, at first he was his own advertising agent and 
he went around h1msel+ tc, a. lot of places. Uh, you might say he ' s an 
opportunist, especially in the advertising enci of the business. I can't 
really recall that he used one medium more than another. Uh, I think a 
lot of that had to do with the times. I know ten years ago 1 coupons were 
c:.2-.nnot surv1ve without c: □upons, 
gone into more printed materia l now, simply due to that fact. Uh, but he 
always seemed ta miK it up pretty wel l with the rv , the rac 1 □ 1 and the 
media. He-'s a.lso very heavy in what i: c al! neight:iorhooo market1r1g. He, 
uh, t or instance, t he high school foctbal I programs and things ot this 
nature. The 1 ittle leagues around town, he does o lot of that type 
ad vertJs 1ng aisa. 
R•c:'. ·'-'. Oh, □k, you mean put 1t in the program or !In the programs, right) paint 
the -fence, (lih-huh1 the"i'l: kind of -;;tu++, When 1-i.; ri ~ J,. ... , he sta.rt this, uh, 
being at places with the van at lunchtime? 
don't know exactly when he did start that. He d1d have probl ems en 
occassions with this. □+ course you had ta get tne perm1ss1 on of the 
schools and a lot o+ times people 1n the city (I can seel were opposed. 
po111t, nm~ at 1'1ar-:.=,ha.! I even went to 1t, ·rher·e ... ,1<.\s c1. point, nm,.1 I wm.d d 
say it"s 1n tte, maybe .' -71::_-; ... ,, 
food suppl 1ers wanted out □f the food business. l know several 
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concession □ ecause so many places were ioos1ng money on tne supply ot the 
food and thi.s type thing. So at tr,8t pmnt rte would get c::aiis askrng fr.Jr 
cafeteria and things of thls nature. 1·hey woul d actually call and ask us 
to set a. route LlP c,t. tr-,e1 r ·school , bec:aL1.se they cou ! rin' t. hanc!l e the 
over·f'I ow or wha.tever in the cafeteria. 
KD: H~ .:;l.t one time did. He dicln:t PLtr"3Ue i.t very long. And he had 1t wi th 
seventies and he really didn't pursue that 2nerget1cally. He, uh, would 
sel i frozen pizzas to some of the bars when he was i 1r~~ getting started, 
a couple of the bars that didn't have food, and they would J ust take the 
frozen pizza and out 1t in the microwave. See he, he d1ci that an 
occassion. These were just probably test projects. He'd try them for a 
1;ih ii e and, + or one rea.si:.m or another· , dee l. OE' ntit tD pursue it. 
RS: You know, the reason I asked that i s because the biggest name 1n frozen 
pizza, and the one that tastes the worst (Right) 1s Jino's (Right) and 
that's just a guy similar to Kenny Grant out of Duluth, Minnesota 
that stuff that is hardly edible. 
~u: kign t , l think anyone that knows Ken, he 11~es, I □□n't know jf you would 
the stor~s. And he 11kes ta market and promote and that possibly could 
KO: Uh 1 tnat tom~ is mare like a facto r y ant, uh, product that, uh , I Just 
many times, I know, we used to go to d inner and we'd be in an [telephone 
lt was a very siow elegant pace and he, an d1 l +erent occass1 □ns, said 
"fh1s p\ac;;,c ;.::ould iT,ake ter, tunes mcwe money tr1an lili::1 1 but. 1t wou\U c1rive 
me cra,:y." He has to l1a·-,,.-e a lot of act.1v1t.y; uh, he I ike·:;; the volume; he 
(Wel'I) from a -iinanc1at -- i used to kid h:tm .::ind :;ay? you know, i.-f you 
sel I so many pizzas and you don't have the pricing right, tne more you 
:,e1·1, the more you lose, but, uh, he defi rntely ·1ike ;; a high volume, fast 
moving type business. 
RS: Let's talk a I ittle bit about that pr1c1ng stuff. Certainly there is a 
·=-,kii'! 1nvD!ved 1n mcil-::1ng a prD+ 1t, Uut not prJ.CH!9 oneself Ci!..tt ,:::d it 
(Uh-huh) and at the same tune, you ha.veto LncnsesJ an,j 21.t the sa.me time 
you, you kinda have ta know how much this tn1ng costs so vou can decide 
whetner you can give a fifty ce nt coupon or a twent y cent coupon or a 
those determinations. Uh, le t me give you a, a fo r example, when r 
grimaced about the, the hubbub of business, l worked ior seven years in a 
Dairy Queen (Uhl that, uh, that was food 2s well as ice cream. And we 
made a lot o+ money +or the guy wh o awned it, who worked with us, but you 
only made money when you're ready to drop and that I didn't particularly 
mean I enJ □yed the c □mrader1e and the, and the people but 
real 1st1cally in the fast food business? 1~ you're not working fast, 
you're n□t maK1n9 money. 
correctly, uh 1 th e principle was raw food cast -- thirty-five, forty 
and make a dec ent profit. Uh, I' ve heard that McDonalds' raw cust 1s 1n 
the neighborhood of twenty cents. Uh, l don 't know, but 1s that (1hat·s) 
the princ1ple·an wh1cn you opera t e ? 
on vour ·fooci cc:.,s:.t, ut·i I th.:J.t ' s what you <=:.tr 1. ve +or . Uh, 1 + one o+ your 
products happens t □ run a scale that, it · s l2s~ e~pens1ve .;;;_ i ar'9F.' 
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but 32% is a, the norm that they say to strive for (And you're) in the 
kS: Pretty good at doing that. 
in the financial and accounting aspect it's very important because 
probably more than most institutions, uh, we use our ~ 1gures very, very 
closely because, as you say, i t your food cost is out of l ine -- the 
restaurant business 1s a very, very fine profi t marg1G an □ these things 
have to be watched closely. I think the national average is 3¾ (On 
percentages, and your dominant items have to constantly be watched. As 
you say, you do 1t pretty easily -- no 1 we really don ' t. It's sametn1ng 
that, that, doesn ' t come easy, you have to Just stay after it and stay 
after 1t and ;tay after it. [background voices] 
RS: Uhm. Has the labor always been minimum wage? Dr should I say it the 
otner way around, is iabor minimum wage? 
KO: Basicall y, t he start is minimum wage, however, I wrote up the other day, 
I was just going back, probably far a restaurant in this area, we have 
more 15 and 20 year people. I wou l d almost challenge most restaurants in 
the United States . 1 was even ga1ng ta write the National fiestaurant 
Association later. fhey , of course, are not m1n1mum wage and we have 
company aver 15 years. 
be worth what they cost , can they? 
KO: '(es, I think =?o, on i.n the tr.::\iriing a::,pect z,nc!, uh, I:m 5UrP 1 I +ee ·1 1t
1 r::i 
these -- certainly. One of your c1ggest casts in the r~staurant business 
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turned ovet-· ma.ny, ma.1-i-{ tJ.mes during tr1e vear·i an,j 1 a.nu /OU. ' re savi.ng 
enough in that, in the retraining and. i\io, l +,2el 1t';; a very r.:ie-finite 
RS: So even if they cost two, three times one minimum wage person, their 
contribution merits that. 
KO: Yes, ( □kl and in a lot of cases, as 1 say, uh, they did ga on into 
management. We have a lot that started hourly and, uh, are now in 
mana.gement . 
RS: How young are the youngest people you either do hire or are allowed to 
KO: We can hire, l believe it ' s 16, and 1f they're younger than 16, /OU have 
ta have a permit, a work permit. [background v□ 1~esJ Tn ev are str1nqent 
r~u ! e',,. o·f cour·se on ·-•- I guess 1 t rea 1 ; v comes uncler chi I d ·1 B.bor, cm when 
hours, especially on a school night. And there are a lot of federal 
because t here is not al 1m1t to what they can do. 18 year olds have to 
drive the trucks. They cannot oe y□unqer 1 vou know, younger than that. 
Uh, and a lot of your equipment, 1 i ke the dishwashers, is one of the f ew 
things now, l bei 1eve, now I naven't looked at this iateiy 1 I he l 1eve 
mechanica l t hey have to be 18 years old. We do hire some younger but, as 
l say, it stymies al ittle bit what they're al lowed t a do . 
RS: And are man y at these people col !ege students or are they pe8p1e who are 
done with school 1ng and this is a real first job ar a serious J □b □ r 
whatever you ~ant to call that~ 
KO: I would say most of them, thi s 1s their entrance in to soc i et y ann 
RS: Dk, have there ever been s1gn1~1canl mistakes made or maybe they didn't 
(C.er·,tainlyi appear tn be m1,-:;takes 1 but. they turn~d out not. tnE• way one 
nc:iped, 
KO : I ' m sure along the way, there have been a lot. One of the, uh , one of 
the problems 1n the 7U's and I would pinpoint as one t)t the biggest, was 
growing too ~ast. And the tendency to grow faster than the employees to 
run them and things of this nature. And at one time we had quite a s urge 
1n growth and, uh , that's my op1n1on though 1 uh, I , I don't bel 1eve Kenny 
would say tnat though because he I 1kes [knock at the door] he's more 
progressive and ·1 ibera!, a.nd i: 'm m,::w-2 conserva.tive. It's something you 
ca.n ' t ... 
process? 
KO: Well, as I say predominantly and for all practical purposes, we really 
have one franchisee , and we have 3 stores 1n the Lagan area, but they'vE 
been the same stores for several years. Uh, the growth has been 
predominantly with the franchisee I have mentioned t □ you. And now, 
Kenny and his f r anchisee are 1n partnership. At a cert1an point 1n the 
late 70's instead of franch1sing aut t o tn1s fran chisee, tney s tarted 
ocen1ng jo in t □wn2rsh1 0 stares. 
Y □u said there are 43 store iUh-huh l and the Kenova ones were sister? 
KO: How many of them does he have part ownershi p or toLal~ (Part or both arl 
(Okay) An d he has 1/ t nat he i s 
joint wi t h the Char:~ston franchisee and he 1s ct par~r,er on three in 
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RS: Ok, and the guy 1n Charleston, pardon my sex i sm, I assumed it was a guy. 
You just said he has 17 jo1nt, I think. 
KO: I believe it 's lu to 12. 
r,•C.'. ...,  Ok, what, does he have a corporate name or something? 
Uh-huh, Better Foods, Inc . 
RS: Ok, ok, and you think there was a I ittle bit tao rapid growth therefore 
stab i I i.ty. 
KO: Right, uhm, we were growing faster thar1 WP were -- had the people 
RS: How do you maintain quality contra!? Du you, does he go around and check 
on stores or daes ne send someone off the street I ike met□ go down t □ 
Wayne, or whatever it 1s, and eat a pizza? 
t:::O: He has used ai i , ne, uh, he himself does go to tl,f.' -;;tare::, .:md hE· WJ.I: 
Just spot a certain store. He really likes pizza, still to this day he 
a lot af 1t and, uh, he wii ! Just spot, pick up pizzas. 
and, uh, tests the qua) ity, He has a general manager who 's also 
basical iy 1n charge of this, and he has the supervisors that are 1n and 
out o+ the stores. Sa that is one of the tap problems, to maintain the 
stop by the restaurants. Uh, he now has the comment cards in the 
people feel they don't, but they d □ +ill those out, which can give you an 
1nkl 1ng, lf you have three cards 1n one week that say s□meth1ng about 
the ,jough 1 then you recd I v can come t,:i the concl usior1 tha.t you n:1ght have 
a problem there. And, uh, he himself will go or the general manager go 
over the dough makln g procedure to m~ke sure that they're f1)llaw1ng or 
try tu see what tne problem is. 
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you a lot, uh. (pause/ I don ' t think there are a lot o+ regrets, may I 
sav that, (Okay) mistakes maybe, but regrets, n □, 
RS: Nothing like, uhm, I think the last big push 1n a new product I noticed 
was the barbecued pizza or some such thing that sounds absolutely awful. 
(Right) Uh, did anything like that ever flop? 
KO: Oh, I'm sure tnat some of the products have. l, several years ago, we 
had a sandwich called the G□ombah. No one would probably even remember. 
They had a very large contest and let people name the sandwich aand 
Goombah's what lt came up with. It meant good buddy in Italian (Oh, 1s 
tnat what that means?) Uh-huh, good boay. 
RS: See, the only place I ever heard that was Cher always called Sonny that. 
sandwhich. [clears throat] Excuse me. It, uh, was too costly to make. 
I forget there were a iota very, very seasonable, seasonable, castiy 
items on 1t. I, I can ' t even remember now. I'm sure we could have a 
laugh, \clears throat) excuse me, about some products that they tried and 
later dropped, but none of them significant, might i say, to interrupt 
the business, or to cause a, a substantial problem 1 you might say. It"s 
something they tried an1j they thought arid they -:iiJvertised 1t and they 
dropped it but 1t wasn't anything maJ □r , 
RS: Ok, uh, 1s this a corporation now ~ (Uh-huh) How l ong has it been~ 
KO: It's always heen a corporation. 
RS: Not from day one, 1t couldn't have been. I mean, one of the guys selling 
say, they ' re, they ' re 
RS: Ok, what's the corp □rat~ structure lo□ k I ike? You called yourself 
a.ssistant. SE1cretarv-trea.surer. (Yei:l.h) Was t11c"lt your title a.tone time or 
?,till is? 
KO: I was secretary-treasurer at one time. <Okay) So now, basically 
speak mg, l .. m Ju.st cm a con;:;u1 ta.nt type ba::-1:,:;. hnd fnr purposes cd ·:=;urne 
of the forms you have to fill out, assistant secretary-treasurer, a good 
ca.tc:h a: I , 
Ok, but now, is Kenny Grant call 1ng himself pres1deht, chairman, C.E.O., 
a I I the a.bove'? 
KO: He basically calls himself Kenny Grant and, and prefers not to have the 
titles. He 1s president, of course, af the corporation. Tne structure 
is not large enough, n □r impressed upon anybody enough to have a CEO and 
tney had someone come 1n and basically restructured the corporate entity, 
general manager's the vice president. And there's various assundry, 
tc1ears throat) excuse me, otner titles, but it's basically on a job 
performance type title as opposed to a corporate title. 
\::;ere a pE>ck1,ig order',) Is t.he Pub the top sture, I mEan the one the 1 uh, 
near the one by their home or is there any oi the kind o+ □ rest1ge? 
KO: No, uh! l really can't teel, it's usually a management dec1s1on. And the 
restaurants are basically c! □se enough that close to their house is not 
l · ve got good . news ar;rJ bad new·s, :2<:ith ·str·eet wou. I c1 be tr,e I occ1l i. on, but 
that most of them would not want to run it. 
performance of the st.ore? 
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KO: They 're paid on a salary, At one time t hey were an a comru1ssion basis, 
but. ~;1 nce J've been gr.mi,", they t1aven 1 t persued tr·,,:.;.t a,;; mudi. I v~uu.ic\ 
really like to see 1t put back into effect. l ' m not sure which direction 
he w1 l I t,e going. (backgrciund noi se; 
RS: Sounds l 1ke I stumbled onto something that's unMer construction. 
(iaL1ghs1 Dkay. 
KO: \/ery definitely wi th me. This i;;, I, I -fee·i th,-:,t (b.::1ckgrc1unci noise) it 
make!:c-, makes them take more of a.n interest a.nd ti,'.':'y a.re more res.ponsib i E) 
for their own stores, Anc! wh en you. get your m2.1n costs in I :ine, let.-s 
say your +acd and your labor, it 's about $.70 of your restaurant dollar . 
And once you get those 1n line, the other th i ngs that you tackle, I feel, 
are very 1 very hard to do unless it 's t □ their benef1t, m1ght we say 
util 1ties. Watching your e lectric an d watching your settings and 
watcn1ng when you turn the l 1ghts on and off. I feel that 1f they ' re 
pa id a percentage, they will take more of an interest inc- controlling 
these type i tems. (background voices) 
r~S : Has this, uh, bu·;;1ness, l 1 m sorr~ ... , l ;j,::m·t kno1~ what the na.me of this 
what 's the name on the sheet of paper that registered in Charleston or 
KO : Gino's Pizza an d Spaghetti Houses, Inc. (Okay) However, now eacn one o+ 
ones that Kenny has nis-self. 
RS: Has, has he diversit1ed from this, 1n any, l mean, is h1s business world 
l 1m1ted to Gino's, or has Gino's moved off and allowed him ta d if ferent 
KU : The only other thing 1 s he 15 now a franchisee of iudor ' s Biscui t world. 
He has 4 ·1ucior 's ~1scu1t pi aces. (O~l He has rea ! Iv always felt that he 
wou ld lik e to keep all his eggs in one basket and he really hasn't 
RS: And these Tudors, ar~ they the ones ti-,at have the new oovu:.-ius identity 
that ':/OU ca.n ·s~e there (The nev, J all . /Ji: • 
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KO: Uh-huh, he has the one here, the one 1n Kenova, Ceredo, Proctorville, and 
Chesapeake. lnose are his and they du have the new image and the new 
building. 
RS: Ok, and then there are other 1·udor franchisees right around here tao 
then·? 
KC!: The parent company owns the ct,1er ones here in Hunt i.ngton. 
RS: Ok 1 uh, one last area that might take a i 1ttle while. I hope not tao 
lung but let's talk about a category we might call community 
responsibil 1ty. What does a person ow~ a community when, through h1s own 
hard work, he has succeeded very wel l within a community? Or whether he 
suceeded or n □t, but 1n this case he d1d. Uh, and it seems clear to 
anyone who knows anything about this community, he , he give back a bit, 
uh, perhaps quite a bit. But, uh, what's the how and the wherefore and 
what is required from the perspective oi this business? 
commit ment more so. He has Just always been very, very involved with the 
community. He prides, (c i ears throat) excuse me, he prides himself on 
opposed t □ your national franchises. 
He wanted you to see 1t on the bi! l boards . He wanted the trucks painted 
you see, the 11ttle league fields with the signs and things of this 
nature (background noise) adds a lot to 1t. would sav n1s is almost 
just a personal commitment tnough, he wa ~ born and raised here and has 
- -o- --
RS: Let me ask maybe th~ same question 1n a d1fferRnt way, maybe 1t will be 
i••,arder to ar, ·::, we1'·. When.::· dcir.-?~; r:•R end and comm J. tment start, in ;;ome u·i 
these -- l 1ke Huck at the Pub, How much of t hat 1s s □ the community can 
see Huck and now much of that is to sel i pizza? 
KO: l would almost say it's half and half, Because, as I said before, Kenny 
tnoroughiy enJ □ys things of this nature. 1here again was the buzz-buzz 
and the hubbub and the excitement. I'm not so sure sometimes that 
doesn ' t override the business aspect af 1t. 
RS: Sometimes he gets carried away. 
thoroughly enJoys 1t. We tease him; we l 1ke ta say we stay away +ram hi m 
type because he has hims el f geared and becomes very, very hyped for it. 
times, we don't have as much tun with it as he does and I mean he really 
1 ikes ta think that we al l just love this, but 1t ' s 1 un. We do to a 
certa in extent but he rea l ly and truly enjoys 1t . He enj oys a good 
prornot1 on and the satisfaction from a goad promotion probab l y outwe 1ghs 
the other. Uh, ~, e's always interested 1n that of course, but since the 
an d I, I think 1t went over 
more talk about the actual happening. I dare say that he 's \ooked at tne 
figures From that. 
RS : What about other ki nds □+ community st uf f? Uh, I don't know what I ' m 
talking about here, but I ' m assuming he 's reasonably involved 1r1 B19 
Green . 
be involved 1n i t. 
Uh, other th1 ngs ~1 Urnt-'~C1 Wa y~ hed Crc.,ss, un , cir J.S trds i:11 I /'i .;,rsha.·1 I 
KO: No, he's, un, tie works with most everyone -- more enthus1ast1cally on 
certain pr□Jects. As, for instance, today 5% of our sa l e s go to th~ 
cancer society . He's very close friends and feels he learned a lot form 
John Beckiey at the B&B food Market. He worked for John when he was 
younger and, uh, feels that he got a lot of his education and training 
tram John. And since John is a proponent of the Cancer Day, Kenny helps 
quite a bit in that area. On the little league and things o+ this 
nature, he 1s now and has always been very active. r·m not r eal sure 1f 
hi:::• 1<:=, 1 nm..i h1s mother 1-i2,s sick -for a caL.q::,ie o+ years -:?-.nd he c:urtai.·1,.:d a 
he was, uh, on the boards of the Boys' Club. He was on the boards af the 
Bays Scouts' Council. But one of his pr□ Jects that he does not and 
probably the bi~gest or□Ject he ever had was the Green Acres Center. And 
we worked with that -- l don 't know if you were here -- we had two 
charity boxing matches, the big draws, and we brought big name fighters 
in and worked very heavily with Green Acres and worked with them toward 
getting state funding. Now tha.t, that 1 s "'· realit'r', he ' s still involved 
but not as much as he were. As a matter of +act, last night at The Pub, 
one a+ the kids from Green Acres that knew us from when we used to be up 
there now that I have ta send him a Gino ' s 1·-sh1~t he was promised. And 
even the employees know them by name and ar~ very close to even 2 lot □ i 
the children at Green Acres. Now as I say, it's not as heavily involved 
now because J, tney got 
<END iJF TAF'i::) 
